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New York Times Bestseller A whole-foods, plant-based diet that has never been much easier or tastier—figure out how to
prepare the Forks Over Knives way with more than 300 recipes for each day!Forks More than Knives— Chef Del and his
collaborators Julieanna Hever, Judy Micklewright, Darshana Thacker, and Isa Chandra Moskowitz transform wholesome
fruits, vegetables, grains, and legumes into hundreds of recipes—is back again in a cookbook. The trick is usually out: If
you want to lose weight, lower your cholesterol, avoid cancers, and prevent (as well as reverse) type 2 diabetes and
cardiovascular disease, the right food is your best medication.Steaks” If you’re among them—or you’d like to be—you need
this cookbook. .Baked and Stuffed Vegetables: Millet-Stuffed Chard RollsThe Amazing Bean: White Beans and Escarole
with ParsnipsGreat Grains: Polenta Pizza with Tomatoes and BasilDesserts: Apricot Fig Squares, Bursting with Berries
Cobbler .the book, the film, the movement—classic and unforeseen, globally and seasonally inspired, and for each and
every meal of your day, all through the entire year:  Breakfast: Very Berry Smoothie, Breakfast Quinoa with Apple
CompoteSalads, Soups and Stews: Kale Salad with Maple-Mustard Dressing, Lotsa Veggie Chowder, Lucky Black-Eyed
Pea StewPasta and Noodle Dishes: Mushroom Stroganoff, Stir-Fried Noodles with Spring VegetablesStir-Fried, Grilled
and Hashed Vegetables: Grilled Eggplant “ Thousands of folks have cut out meat, dairy, and natural oils and seen
amazing outcomes.t eat, but everything you can. Del Sroufe, the man behind a few of the mouthwatering foods in the
landmark documentary, proves that the Forks Over Knives philosophy is not about what you can’ .The Cookbook put the
power of real, healthy food in your hands. Simple, inexpensive, and delicious, the dishes in Forks Over Knives— plus much
more!it could save your life! Start cooking the plant-based way today—
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Same recipes over and over with slight variations Might as well title this 300 dishes for quinoa. After all I like quinoa,
but geez, the recipes continue to do it again themselves with slightly different versions of the same thing. Not my Go-To
reserve for Plant Based food preparation, recipes are often a little off I have been WFPB for over 6 months now and
there's some very nice information in this book. Something that was important to me was making sure a WFPB diet was
sustainable and which means having a number of foods to choose from so I do not get sick of having the ditto over and
over.There always appears to be something a little off with the recipes in this book. I have had a whole lot of success
with their dishes and may get back to this when I want something not used to try. This is essential read for anybody
who've always failed at losing weight or just want an improved health profile I've followed the dishes in this
book/program very closely for over 12 weeks today and I've lost 47 lbs. I also purchased a cookbook from Thug Kitchen.
From what I saw of this cookbook it relies heavily on soy products.Made the tomato soup recipe - said it feeds 4, there is
barely enough for 3 meals that was disappointing since it was extremely good!Pesto sauce - WAY too much garlic. Great
dishes that can help you beat the alternative and live an improved lifestyle, improve your wellbeing and help you feel
better! You wind up with a whole lot of noodles and a splash of sauce.The recipes are some kind of mix of too very
much/not more than enough and you may not know until it's too late. This is very frustrating and could potentially deter
somebody for advancing their plant based diet. And it also contains anti-nutrition that maintain you from absorbing
nutrition. Some are really complicated to make. Unfortunately, you by no means know what they are until your just
about to complete completing the meal. Nice cook book This was not spiral bound per my selection. Disappointing
cookbook I am plant located in my food options but this cookbook was a disappointment. For some reason the author
puts sweeteners in just about everything (especially brown rice syrup) that is unnecessary and preferences bizarre most
of the time. I’m not interested in recipes that call for so many substances and sauces, dressings, and concoctions which
have to be made before you can total it. I've attempted about 20 to 30 dishes from this book and have actually wanted
to enjoy it...I simply don't. Most of the soybean crops grown today are GMO (I held hearing this term and lastly did a
little analysis and watched a few documentaries - frightening s**t). I have noticed that the majority of the quality
recipes I come across are geared for all those with a flavor for really spicy food. However, the dishes in this reserve are -
I am sorry to state - just plain awful. That is coupled with dull flavors which will make the frequently inedible. Simple is
way better and these quality recipes are far from simple. It also lacks images of the recipes that additional Plant Based
cookbooks include. This is a must examine for anybody who've always failed at slimming down or just want a better
health profile. You will not be disappointed! Many of the recipes do call for some very costly ingredients, even though
you are a really thrifty shopper. Using this cookbook and a pressure cooker I discovered steps to make delicious,
healthy, meals. In one long weekend I experienced such as a pro. These recipes make use of easy to find substances, and
encourage the new versions, have obviously written directions, and most importantly the meals is very good. THE
WRITER likes spicy food. I really like the vast majority of recipes available in this book. I recommend both of these books
for starting your WFPB journey against the Forks Over Knives cookbook. Normally The Passionate Vegetarian is usually
always an excellent resource. This functions for me because I love spicy food. Finally, a Plant Based Cookbook with Great
Tasting Food I'm very little of a make, but after seeing the documentary I knew I needed to eat a more plant based diet.
Among the best This is full of delicious and healthy recipes. Among the best out generally there. Try the app as well
which is constantly up to date with new recipes! Yum. Watched the documentary after that found this upon sale! Can’t
wait to test some of the recipes in this reserve! Especially the desserts. Recipes! Not enough pictures It was okay Good
cookbook Good cookbook Great Book! For a fresh veggie style convert this book is invaluable!Mushroom Stroganoff -
Again, insufficient sauce. It gives vegan food a bad rep I have already been vegan for just two years in large component
to the Forks More than Knives documentary. I'm giving 1 star as Personally i think I paid alot more for something I
possibly could have gotten for half the price. Soy, soy, and even more soy Purchased this when We saw it was upon sale
(Kindle edition). It also, from what I understand, contains a chemical that mimics hormones. I am eliminating all dairy
but I cannot tolerate soy. Even easily could consume it I don't think I would. Best assistance: find some very nice vegan
cooking blogs and use those dishes. Started searching through the dishes and immediately returned for a refund. I have
no idea the specifics but I know the two women at work that had breast malignancy were informed by their doctors



never to eat it, and it has been blamed for early puberty in children.For comparison, I have had a great experience with
Kim Campbell's PlantPure Country cookbook and Rip Esselstyn's Plant Strong Recipe book. It isn't the super health
meals it was once thought to be.A few examples where the recipes kind of fall short - made the Mac pc and No-Cheese,
okay recipe/casserole, but there was nowhere near enough no-cheese sauce for dish. We often eat with this eyes first,
so that it really hurts the potency of picking something to create, especially when we are not really familiar with a
specific delicacy. While I could do without the swear phrases, the quality recipes look great and I think I saw one recipe
with soy out from the dozens I looked at. Loveee this book Loveee this book!! The documentary is way better This
disappointed me. I love the documentary, but the recipes listed below are very involved
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